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Who Should Attend?
This conference is for:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attend this conference to get the latest project details, technologies, metrics, and outcomes for
new and successful initiatives involving these priorities and more:

Capital Project Teams
Project Managers
Facility and Space Planners
Facility Managers
Construction Managers
Architects
Engineers
Financial Officers
Capital Planners
Faculty
Deans
University Administrative Staff
Product Suppliers
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with interest in capital projects and
space planning and management for
higher education.
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High space utilization
models and metrics, data
analysis, reporting,
utilization tracking
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Smart renovation
strategies, high-demand student
life spaces, maker spaces,
e-gaming and innovation centers
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Space reduction, strategic
relocation, new resource
allocation model, building
remodels and consolidations

Esports, planning
factors you need to know,
recruitment, high-performance
gaming systems, space and
program funding

Residence hall
construction, cost drivers,
benchmarking, program
influencers, case studies, market
influencers

Hybrid, multi-modal,
technology-based buildings,
augmented and virtual reality,
ideation

Errol Millington
Director, Office of Campus Planning
University at Albany, SUNY

Strategic facility
planning, integrated research
and learning, benchmarking,
macro-level planning

Academic offices, “new
academic workplace,” social
hubs, communal space, campus
destination space

Transformational spaces,
traditional campus settings,
capital investment strategies,
alternative solutions

“I was only able to attend
one conference this year,
and I chose Tradeline.
I am glad I did! I share the
overwhelming opinion of
my fellow attendees of the
value added.”
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Construction cost
forecast, construction labor
markets, bid and purchasing
strategies, reduced risk

Campus wellness, WELL
building standard, recreation
and mental health, community
engagement

Revenue generation,
enrollment forecasts, shared
use of physical and financial
resources, retail integration

Innovation hubs,
entrepreneurship space,
maker space, ideation,
commercialization,
community engagement

Facilities Condition
Assessment reports,
multi-year capital plans, project
budgeting, value, deferred
maintenance strategy
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Adaptable space
strategies, multi-use space,
post-covid rapid recovery,
near-term consolidation, and
long-term growth
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Active learning space,
measuring classroom
performance, utilization,
student engagement
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The new epicenter of
campus activity, tech hubs as
campus nexus, site selection,
program offerings, operational
protocols

Student services space,
new gateway to campus,
self-service kiosks and generalist
desks, myriad
of services.

New faculty workspace,
reimagining traditional office
space design, collaboration,
affordability, better utilization

18

Active learning space,
design and logistical
challenges, capacity analysis,
managing pedagogical shift

21

Interconnected systems,
responsive building technology,
Internet of Things (IoT), space
utilization data

Make this conference a top priority planning event for your capital project, campus real estate,
space planning, and financial and academic stakeholders to set in motion your institution’s
visioning, decision-making, courses of action, and execution of successful facility initiatives for
a transforming world of higher education involving a spectrum of new space types and planning
models.
We very much hope to see you in Austin this fall.

Steven L. Westfall, Ph.D.
Founder and CEO
Tradeline, Inc.

Derek Westfall
President
Tradeline, Inc.

Special Course and Workshop
Pre-Conference Course • Sunday, September 19

Fundamentals of Space Planning and Space Management for
Higher Education
7:30 a.m. Registration/Continental Breakfast • 8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. (a total of 6 hours of instruction)

Leaders:

Who should attend:

Page

Alyson Goff, M.Ed., MPA – Higher Education Strategist

This course is open to all facility planners and designers, space planners
and managers, facility managers, resource and space analysis managers,
financial planners, real estate portfolio/campus managers, architects,
engineers, and consultants.

What you will learn:

Cost for this course:

This course provides an introductory-level primer on planning and
management of physical space for higher education. The course includes
basic space planning and management vocabulary and concepts, and
details the fundamental strategy, policies, processes, practices, analytical
tools, and database management concepts involved in developing and
implementing a space management plan for colleges and universities.

$1,190 Fundamentals Course only
$1,050 with registration to the two-day conference September 20-21

Lisa M. Keith – Principal, Space Analytics

SmithGroup

(Fees include course materials, continental breakfast, refreshment breaks, lunch)

Space is limited and enrollment is subject to approval.

AIA

Six (6) AIA Continuing Education Hours (CEHs) are
available for this course. AIA

Post-conference Workshop • Wednesday, September 22

Planning the post-pandemic campus: Ensuring healthy,
sustainable, and flexible spaces, services, and systems
7:30 a.m. Registration/Continental Breakfast • 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. (a total of 3 hours of instruction)

Leaders:

Who should attend:

brightspot

This workshop is open to all facility planners and designers, building
systems engineers and operators, space planners and programmers,
facility managers, resource and space analysis managers, financial
planners, and real estate portfolio/campus managers, as well as
architects, engineers, and consultants.

Elliot Felix - Founder & CEO

Buro Happold
Sarah Sachs, LEED AP BD+C - Principal

Ennead Architects
Alex O’Briant, AIA - Director, Education Center

Cost for this course:

What you will learn:

$200 with registration to the two-day conference September 20-21

This workshop will provide an overview of post-pandemic space planning
trends based on national benchmarking studies and will include an
examination of case studies, tools, practical advice, hands-on activities,
and discussions so that participants can apply the lessons learned to
their own campuses. Session leaders will provide a road map to guide
the transformation of institutional spaces, services, and systems.
Participants will actively participate in discussions and activities and
leave with next steps for helping their institution create a more resilient
and equitable campus. AIA

Space is limited and enrollment is subject to approval.

Three (3) AIA Continuing Education Hours (CEHs)
are available for this course. AIA
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Facility Site Tour
Sunday, September 19
Site Tour – Welch Hall College of Natural Sciences Renovations and Engineering
Education and Research Center, University of Texas at Austin
Check-in at tour desk in hotel lobby at 12:45 p.m.; Departs hotel at 1:00 p.m.; Returns to hotel by 5:30 p.m.
Welch Hall College of Natural Sciences Renovations, University of
Texas at Austin

The Engineering Education and Research Center, University of
Texas at Austin

The largest building on the UT Austin campus, Welch Hall, was built in
1929 to be the home of the chemistry and biochemistry departments
and is currently in the process of undergoing several phases of
renovation and repurposing to modernize research and teaching labs,
and to add new active-learning classrooms and specially designed
spaces for the Freshman Research Initiative. The East Wing has been
repurposed with a mix of computational and theoretical chemistry
research labs, administrative space, meeting and interaction space,
and wet lab space for both undergraduate chemistry teaching and
inorganic chemistry research. The West Wing Renovation includes
a combination of low, medium and high fume hood-intensive
chemistry research labs; chemistry labs supporting the UT Freshman
Research Initiative; and a 100-seat, flexible, technology-enabled and
problem-based learning studio.

The new Engineering Education and Research Center contains
430,000 square feet of open and flexible space for interactive learning,
hands-on student projects, and 21st-century teaching and research
labs for creating new technologies and solving real-world problems.
The EERC’s North Tower has 50,000 square feet of large-scale,
multidisciplinary research labs; the South Tower is home to the Cockrell
School’s Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering and
houses seven research neighborhoods focused on developing new
technologies in computing, power, electronics and wireless networking.
The Cockrell School’s Innovation Center will be located inside the
EERC, becoming the first space dedicated to entrepreneurship training
and commercialization programming. Equipped with the latest Texas
Instruments (TI) technologies, the TI teaching and project labs will give
electrical and computer engineering undergraduates space to design
and build sensors, robots, wearable technologies, and more.

Courtesy of Aislinn Weidele, Ennead Architects

Important Site Tour Notes:
•

•

YOU MUST SIGN UP IN ADVANCE (SEE
REGISTRATION FORM) AND HAVE
WRITTEN CONFIRMATION FROM
TRADELINE IN ORDER TO ATTEND THE
TOUR(S.)
Site tour attendance is limited. Space on
the site tour(s) will be filled on a firstregistered, first-served basis.

•
•

No more than 5 people per organization will
be confirmed on a tour.

•

Failure to check-in at the tour desk in the
lobby 15 mins. prior to departure time may
result in your seat being forfeited to those
on the stand-by list.

•

All tour participants must arrive at the site
on the tour bus with the tour group. For
security reasons, no one may meet the
group at the tour site.
A $50 bus transportation fee will be
charged to your registration fee. This fee
is non-refundable for cancellations made
within two weeks of the tour date.

Conference Participants
Speakers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

areaLogic
brightspot
BSA LifeStructures
Buro Happold
Clark & Enersen
CO Architects
DumontJanks
Ennead Architects
EYP Architecture & Engineering
George Mason University
Hastings+Chivetta
Architects, Inc.

• HDR Architecture
• Illinois State University

Courtesy of Aislinn Weidele Ennead Architects

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Northeastern University
Page
Perkins and Will
Sasaki
SmithGroup
Stantec
TreanorHL
University of Cincinnati

• Wayne State University

Exhibitors
•
•
•
•
•

Durcon
Phoenix Controls
Polar King International
Trespa NA
True Occupancy

University of Kansas
University of Missouri
University of Texas at Austin
University of Texas at San
Antonio

• Vermeulens
• Wake Forest School of Medicine
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Agenda at a Glance
Special Events and
Features:

Sunday, September 19
Registration Sign-in/Continental Breakfast for Fundamentals Course

7:30 a.m. – 8:00 a.m.

Hosted Pre‑Conference
Reception

* Facility Site Tour (must be pre-registered to attend)

1:00p.m. – 5:30 p.m.

* Fundamentals of Space Planning and Space Management
for Higher Education

8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.

Hosted Reception; Registration Sign-In

7:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.

Sunday; September 19, 7:30 p.m. Light
appetizers, desserts and beverages. Attendees
may sign in and pick up their conference badge
at this time. Guests welcome.

Hosted Reception

Monday, September 20

Monday; September 20, 4:45 p.m. - 5:45 p.m.
Guests welcome.

Registration Sign-in/Continental Breakfast

Food and Beverage

General Session

Registered attendees will be provided
with lunch and refreshment breaks on both
meeting days.
A continental breakfast will be served on the
first meeting day and a full breakfast will be
served on the second meeting day.

Please Note The Following
Dress for this conference is business casual.
It is our goal to maintain the temperature of
the meeting rooms at an acceptable level for
all attendees. However, for your maximum
comfort we suggest that you plan to dress
in layers.
Audio or video recording devices are not
permitted at this conference.

8:30 a.m. – 10:55 a.m.

Conference Overview
Speakers: Wayne State University/DumontJanks; University of Missouri; University of Kansas; Wake
Forest School of Medicine/areaLogic
Concurrent Forum Sessions

11:10 a.m. – 12:05 p.m.

A.

Residence hall construction cost control: Program influencers, budget levers, and market risk
mitigation

B.

The new epicenter of campus activity: The transition from student centers to technology hubs as
the campus nexus

C. + A planning process to integrate disparate campus programs in a historic structure
Hosted Luncheon

12:05 p.m.

Concurrent Forum Sessions

1:10 p.m. – 2:05 p.m.

D.

The new planning model for STEM environments: Beyond physical laboratory space to total
immersive learning environments

E.

An armchair tour of the new hybrid, multi-modal, technology-based buildings for medical &
health sciences education

F.

Underutilized space: Yesterday’s costly problem is today’s education solution

Concurrent Forum Sessions
Courtesy of TreanorHL; Photo by Bill Timmerman

8:00 a.m. – 8:30 a.m.

2:20 p.m. – 3:15 p.m.

G.

Balancing past and future: Adding transformational spaces in traditional campus settings

H.

Faculty and student space: Reimagining traditional approaches to the adjacencies of classroom,
office and collaboration spaces

I. + Esports arenas are coming soon to your campus: The planning factors you need to know
General Session

3:45 p.m. – 4:45 p.m.

Speakers: brightspot; Illinois State University
Hosted Reception (Guests Welcome)

4:45 p.m. – 5:45 p.m.

* Additional cost to attend + Presented at this time only.

Tuesday, September 21
Hosted Breakfast

7:15 a.m. – 8:00 a.m.

Concurrent Sessions

8:05 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.

H.

Faculty and student space: Reimagining traditional approaches to the adjacencies of classroom,
office and collaboration spaces

J. + Upending traditional health sciences education delivery in a very different higher education
environment

Register
with payment by

August 20 and
Save $200
TradelineInc.com

K. + Construction cost forecast and timing decisions for university capital projects
General Session

9:15 a.m. – 10:10 a.m.

Speakers: Northeastern University; George Mason University
Concurrent Forum Sessions
E.

10:35 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

An armchair tour of the new hybrid, multi-modal, technology-based buildings for medical &
health sciences education

L. + Research campus master planning: Case studies for program and financial success
M. + Strategic facility planning for the new face of integrated medical research and learning
Concurrent Forum Sessions

11:45 a.m. – 12:40 p.m.

A.

Residence hall construction cost control: Program influencers, budget levers, and market risk
mitigation

F.

Underutilized space: Yesterday’s costly problem is today’s education solution

N. + Measuring success: Conducting rigorous post-occupancy evaluations
Hosted Luncheon

12:40 p.m.

Concurrent Forum Sessions

1:45 p.m. – 2:40 p.m.

B.

The new epicenter of campus activity: The transition from student centers to technology hubs as
the campus nexus

D.

The new planning model for STEM environments: Beyond physical laboratory space to total
immersive learning environments

G.

Balancing past and future: Adding transformational spaces in traditional campus settings

General Session

2:55 p.m. – 3:40 p.m.

Open Forum/Town Hall Meeting
Adjourn

3:40 p.m.

Wednesday, September 22
Registration Sign-in/Continental Breakfast for Workshop
* Planning the post-pandemic campus

7:30 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

* Additional cost to attend + Presented at this time only.

Courtesy of Ennead Architects Photo by Aislinn Weidele

Tradeline is a Registered Provider with The
American Institute of Architects Continuing
Education Systems. Credit earned on
completion of this event will be reported to
CES Records for AIA members by Tradeline.
Certificates of Completion for non-AIA
members are available upon request.
There are a maximum of 14 Continuing
Education Hours (CEHs) available at this
conference. Sessions marked with the AIA
CES logo AIA have been registered with the
AIA/CES Record.
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Monday and Tuesday, September 20-21
Monday, September 20
Adaptable space strategies for rapid
recovery, near-term consolidation, and
long-term growth
Wayne State University
Ashley Sarah Flintoff, PMP, LEED AP – Director of Planning & Space Management

DumontJanks
Gregory Janks, PhD – Co-Founder

The past two years have proven the critical importance of adaptable
space master plans that can be readily modified to leverage unexpected
opportunities. In 2019, Wayne State’s just-completed master plan
and space utilization process was put to the test, and here you’ll see
the outcomes and lessons-learned. Ashley Flintoff and Gregory Janks
chart the data used to build consensus and implement culture change,
get optimal decisions on space utilization and resource allocation, and
implement phased consolidation steps that speed recovery and allow for
long-term growth. They identify pivotal elements that every master plan
needs for the next five years.

Space reduction and strategic
relocation year three update: New
resource allocation model
University of Missouri
Gerald Morgan, RA – Architect/Director of Space Planning and Management

University of Missouri’s space reduction and relocation plan will reduce
overall campus facility square footage by 750,000 gsf by 2023 by
strategically targeting and eliminating buildings that are low-performing,
high in deferred maintenance, not good candidates for renovation, or
sub-optimally located. Gerald Morgan delivers a progress update, and
tools being wielded to great effect including space chargebacks, space
use inventory surveys, registrar-controlled space, and stakeholder
communication methods. He illustrates rationales for buildings that
have been demolished, academic and administrative units that have
been relocated to “receiver” buildings, and building remodels and
consolidations that have resulted in better space utilization campus-wide.

What to expect from P3: Academics,
funding, infrastructure, and project
delivery
University of Kansas
James E. Modig – University Architect (Retired)

KU’s $180 million large-scale public-private partnership (P3) for interdisciplinary campus development is breaking new ground in funding
models, integration, management structure, and fundraising activities.
Jim Modig sets out the “great leap forward” academic and research
program goals, design decisions, space allocations, programming, and
critical infrastructure upgrades, as well as findings on project delivery.
He identifies best practices, caveats, and lessons learned to-date on P3
dynamics and key stakeholder engagement.

Innovation Hubs: Space and features
for university/industry/community
partnerships and commercialization
Wake Forest School of Medicine
Jason Kaplan, MUP – Associate Vice President

areaLogic
Margaret G. Serrato, PhD, MBA, RA – Workplace Strategist

Co-working spaces in the Innovation Quarter of downtown
Winston-Salem, NC, provide a unique mix of individual, group, and
community settings to connect and collaborate while also supporting
focused work for Wake Forest School of Medicine innovation programs.
Jason Kaplan and Margaret Serrato describe how the co-working spaces
were conceptualized, designed, and implemented in the historic Bailey
Power Plant building to launch and accelerate solutions that improve
health and social equity. They profile space configurations and design
elements that bring new partners, possible investment, and advanced
technology to the table, and facilitate productive connections with local
and global innovation communities.

Higher education trends to consider
before expanding or renewing your
space
brightspot
Elliot Felix – Founder & CEO

Recent shifts in higher education are impacting space, services, and
departmental organization. Their roles on campus are changing, the
interactions they facilitate are broadening, and how research, teaching,
and learning are supported is shifting. Elliot Felix examines six trends
reshaping campuses, and how to plan for them: community connections,
collaboration, interdisciplinary projects, experiential learning, student
wellness, and workplace transformation. He delivers key findings from
more than 20 schools of architecture, business, education, engineering,
law, and policy initiatives, and he identifies best practices for developing
densification and expansion plans to compete with peer schools and
catch-up to aspirant schools.

Courtesy of TreanorHL; Photo by Randy Braley

Attend all General Sessions below
Esports programs: Space planning
strategies for a dynamic growth
trajectory

Core Campus Project raises the bar for
academics, community, experience,
wellness, and agility

Illinois State University

George Mason University

Rob Bailey – Executive Director, Student Affairs Information Technology

Cathy Pinskey, AIA – Facilities Program Director

Campuses are under pressure to rapidly scale up collegiate esports
programs to compete with peer institutions, recruit and retain student
populations, add industry partnerships, and grow technology-related
academic disciplines. Rob Bailey charts the esports momentum at Illinois
State University and other leading institutions, and how campuses are
delivering the associated space needs. He examines decisions on site
selection, branding, supporting A/V, technology and furniture, and ties to
academic disciplines. He scopes out start-up, conservative and “mega”
esports facility benchmarks to know about, and how future esports
developments may impact space planning.

A state-of-the-art academic building is the heart of the Core Campus
Project transforming the center of George Mason University’s Fairfax
campus into a vibrant, globally connected hub for intellectual exploration.
Cathy Pinskey examines space plans and programming strategies for
a six-story, 218,000-sf replacement facility with modern classrooms,
workplaces, community space, an innovation hub, and technology to carry
GMU’s academic programs into the future with maximum teaching and
learning flexibility. She also sets out decision-making rationales for related
investments in campus infrastructure modernization, the expansion and
redesign of a central plaza, and the addition of green space.

Tuesday, September 21
You just received your Facilities
Condition Assessment Report - Now
what?
Northeastern University
Joseph M. Lalley, MBA, ATP – Associate VP for Facility Operations

The long road to obtaining a facilities condition assessment is over. RFPs
sent, assessment team contracted, someone in your organization spent
hours getting them around campus and into spaces you did not know
existed, and the final report is in-hand. Now what? Joseph Lalley relates
Northeastern University’s experience incorporating facility condition
assessment data into a deferred maintenance strategy and multi-year
capital plan, and he provides advice to get the most value from the
process. He identifies key must-do details for data validation, cost
adjustment and project budgeting, understanding “Replacement Costs,”
and marketing the result while piggybacking on programmatic projects.

Photo Courtesy of TreanorHL; Photo by Bill Timmerman

Open Forum/Town Hall Meeting –The
pandemic impact on higher education:
A round table discussion
Tradeline Inc.
Derek G. Westfall – President

University of Texas, San Antonio
JoAnn Browning, PhD, PE – Dean, College of Engineering

University of Cincinnati
P.K. Imbrie, PhD – Department Head & Professor

COVID-19 has dramatically shifted short-term expectations and operating
models and will profoundly affect institutional long-term goals for
learning, campuses, facilities, and capital. In this interactive session,
panelists relate what their institutions have done to assess and respond to
institutional, faculty, student, and space impacts, the results to-date, and
the outlook for the future. They discuss the results of a student viewpoint
survey on long-term impacts of the pandemic on higher education and
the learning experience, and explore options for reconciling student and
institutional goals, supporting hands-on program requirements, and
finding the sweet spot for combining on-campus and virtual resources.
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Monday and Tuesday, September 20-21
A. Residence hall construction cost control:
Program influencers, budget levers, and
market risk mitigation

C. A planning process to integrate disparate
campus programs in a historic structure

TreanorHL
Joseph Stramberg, AIA, LEED AP – Principal, Student Life

Robert Hengst – Team Lead, Academic Team
Ross Johnson – Director of Academic Space Planning

Vermeulens Dallas

BSA LifeStructures

University of Texas at Austin

Blair Tennant, LEED AP – Project Manager

Steve Brupbacher, AIA – Senior Architect

Getting what you want out of every dollar isn’t simply a product of smart
residence hall programming and design – recognizing cost drivers from
inception through construction is crucial to controlling your budget when
the unexpected happens. Using case studies from three recent residence
hall projects at top-tier institutions, Blair Tennant and Joe Stramberg will
examine cost drivers, benchmarking, program influencers, cost control
tools, and market influencers. They will demonstrate how these factors
intersect and determine financial success; evaluate the decisions that
influence construction costs; and show how this data ties into financial
proformas and affordability. AIA

The Anna Hiss Gymnasium on the University of Texas at Austin campus
is a prime example of a successful adaptive reuse project designed to
support high-growth research and academic programs and industry
partnerships. Here, session leaders detail the process that identified
vital decision makers from Aerospace Engineering, Robotics, Computer
Science, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
and Fine Arts to enable robust capital project decisions for immersive
environments and cross-functional innovation teams. They scope out cost
variables, funding models, and ownership considerations, and strategies
for maintaining the historical significance of a legacy building. AIA

Monday 11:10 a.m. – 12:05 p.m. | Tuesday 11:45 a.m. – 12:40 p.m.

Monday 11:10 a.m. – 12:05 p.m.

HDR Architecture

D. The new planning model for STEM
environments: Beyond physical laboratory
space to total immersive learning
environments

Diego Samuel, AIA, NCARB, LEED AP – Design Director

EYP Architecture & Engineering

Data, robotics, and virtual and augmented reality are reshaping the future
of academic programs, and hubs for data-crunching, hacking, making,
and computational sciences are emerging as the natural nexus of student
activity and industry engagement. Diego Samuel reveals institutional plans
that are raising the profile and accessibility of campus tech space and
technologically driven disciplines, and he illustrates how this is shifting the
epicenter of campus activity. Through a case study of the Brendan Iribe
Center for Computer Science and Innovation, he demonstrates how site
selection, program offerings, operational protocols, and design decisions
are coalescing to form the next campus hubs. AIA

Justin Shultz, PhD – Building Performance Analyst
Brian Tucker, AIA, LEED AP BD+C – Academic Planning & Design

B. The new epicenter of campus activity: The
transition from student centers to technology
hubs as the campus nexus

Monday 11:10 a.m. – 12:05 p.m. | Tuesday 1:45 p.m. – 2:40 p.m.

To achieve lasting success in science, technology, and engineering
programs, universities must now refocus efforts towards learning and
research that actively occurs in the broader institutional environment and
community – outside physical lab space. Session leaders demonstrate
new planning and design principles that support program outcomes in
very different campus spaces and locations and respond to occupants’
social, pedagogical, and physical needs. They examine how leading
institutions are enhancing community, mentorship, and engaged
academics. They illustrate strategies for using buildings as sophisticated
machines for learning and research, while promoting energy efficiency
and sustainability. AIA
Monday 1:10 p.m. – 2:05 p.m. | Tuesday 1:45 p.m.– 2:40 p.m.

“No doubt, Tradeline is the gold standard for conferences that focus on facilities issues,
especially in the science and research arena. You’ve created a welcoming and engaging
environment that encourages openness and willingness to share information – information that
we have used extensively in our projects to build better buildings and save lots of money.”
Mark Wells
Assistant Dean for Facilities
University of Wisconsin, School of Medicine
AIA

Sessions qualify for AIA credit.

Forum Sessions
E. An armchair tour of the new hybrid,
multi-modal, technology-based buildings for
medical & health sciences education

G. Balancing past and future: Adding
transformational spaces in traditional campus
settings

CO Architects

Ennead Architects

Jonathan R. Kanda, AIA, LEED AP – Principal
Scott Kelsey, FAIA – Managing Principal
Tanner Clapham, AIA – Senior Associate

Alex O’Briant, AIA – Associate Principal

Medical and health science education facilities are entering a second
wave of innovation with a new emphasis on emerging technologies,
ideation, and multi-purpose space, and an increased focus on institutional
culture, community, equity, and wellness. In this session, the CO
Architects team provides an armchair tour of newly constructed facilities
that exemplify the leading ideas and best practices in learning, training,
and advanced work environments. They illustrate the project outcome
impacts of augmented and virtual reality technologies, and identify key
utilization metrics, space allocation models, and building efficiency
measures. AIA
Monday 1:10 p.m. – 2:05 p.m. | Tuesday 10:35 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

F. Underutilized space: Yesterday’s costly
problem is today’s education solution
Stantec
Alexander K. Wing, AIA, NCARB – Principal
Gregory Berndt, AIA – Senior Associate

Irony: The pervasive problem of poor space utilization that has plagued
higher ed for decades may now be the salvation for return-to-campus
plans and the related spike in new space requirements and demand for
resiliency. Alex Wing illustrates how colleges and universities can identify,
capture, communicate, and leverage underutilized space on campus
for short-term “black swan” space needs while supporting long-term
institutional goals including multi-disciplinary collaborative initiatives. He
examines investments in space quality, location, and functionality upgrades
to postpone new construction and support enrollment growth and
competitiveness. He also illustrates space solutions considered politically
untenable yesterday that are today’s low-hanging fruit. AIA
Monday 1:10 p.m. – 2:05 p.m. | Tuesday 11:45 a.m. – 12:40 p.m.

Courtesy of TreanorHL; Photo by Randy Braley

How can your campus move beyond the constraints of tradition to stay on
the leading edge and leverage more advanced ways to work, learn, and
discover? Alex O’Briant examines the current era of campus upheaval,
and the forces now reshaping institutional capital investment strategies.
He sets out contextual clues to look for that can pave the way for more
relevant and innovative facility designs. He profiles alternative solutions
being adopted at higher ed institutions to blend traditional contexts with
transformational architecture, and the early stakeholder engagement
strategies that are raising expectations and opening up new possibilities.
AIA

Monday 2:20 p.m. – 3:15 p.m. | Tuesday 1:45 p.m. – 2:40 p.m.

H. Faculty and student space: Reimagining
traditional approaches to the adjacencies of
classroom, office and collaboration spaces
Sasaki
Stacey Chapman – Senior Associate
Lan Ying Ip, AIA – Principal

Got your attention? We thought so. Many campuses have dedicated
25-30% of space to offices – far exceeding the 10-15% typically
dedicated to instructional space. These numbers are unsustainable;
something has to give. Session leaders demonstrate new strategies
for re-envisioning faculty offices that are more flexible, collaborative,
affordable, and better utilized. They examine workspace planning and
design solutions at University of Nebraska that are enabling a shift
between private focused work and collaboration with peers, boosting
engagement with students, improving adjacencies, and creating more
dynamic and productive interactions. They profile strategies for breaking
one-size-fits-all and hierarchy-based office models, and they deliver
lessons learned. AIA
Monday 2:20 p.m. – 3:15 p.m. | Tuesday 8:05 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.
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Forum Sessions (continued)
I. Esports arenas are coming soon to your
campus: The planning factors you need to
know

K. Construction cost forecast and timing
decisions for university capital projects

Hastings+Chivetta Architects, Inc.

James Vermeulen, PQS, LEED AP – Construction Economist, Managing Principal

Christopher Chivetta, PE, LEED AP BD+C – President & Managing Principal
William Schenck, AIA, LEED AP BD+C – Associate, Project Designer

Vermeulens, New York

Universities are ramping up facility investments and recruiting efforts for
the next sports craze – esports – to boost institutional reputation, create
leading-edge new academic programs, and promote (surprisingly) student
wellness. Competing for space on campus are esports arenas packed
with state-of-the-art equipment like virtual reality headsets and highperformance gaming computers, hefty monitors, and thematic lighting.
Chris Chivetta and Will Schenck survey recent esports facility initiatives
at leading institutions and detail five high-priority planning issues that
must be considered. They will also illustrate an array of space funding
and program ownership solutions, space and equipment configurations,
infrastructure requirements, and desirable adjacencies. AIA

Mounting pressure on construction costs will impact all higher education
projects on the drawing boards, both new construction and renovations.
Attend this session to get better pricing and more accurate budget
figures, and better understand construction cost drivers for different
academic programs. James Vermeulen and Vikrant Parikh deliver
up-to-date construction cost forecasts based on the latest employment
data, government spending trends, commodity prices, and cost data from
more than 100 projects. Using analyses of equities, GDP, and construction
labor markets, they illustrate regional construction pricing targets for the
next two years and demonstrate bid and purchasing strategies that lock in
costs and reduce risk. AIA

Monday 2:20 p.m. – 3:15 p.m.

Vermeulens, Boston

Vikrant Parikh – Senior Project Manager

Tuesday 8:05 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.

J. Upending traditional health sciences
education delivery in a very different higher
education environment

L. Research campus master planning: Case
studies for program and financial success

University of Cincinnati

Yancey Young – Planning Project Manager

Tina Whalen, EdD – Dean; Professor, College of Allied Health Sciences

Page

Perkins and Will

Ryan Losch, AIA, AICP – Associate Principal / Urban Designer
Lawrence Speck – Professor, School of Architecture and Senior Principal, Page

Mark Jolicoeur, AIA, LEED AP – Managing Principal
Jessica Figenholtz, AIA, LEED AP – Higher Education Practice Leader, Associate
Principal

Major economic and health safety disruptors are front and center in
the planning and delivery of education, and the new Health Sciences
Building at the University of Cincinnati meets these disruptors head-on.
Session leaders examine the building’s progressive design which upends
standard floor-level functional separation by mixing programs throughout
the building to engage students, staff and faculty – while also supporting
a healing, healthy campus. They illustrate how spaces directly connect
multiple colleges to eliminate legacy professional silos, and support
occupant health with views, daylighting, and greenspace. AIA
Tuesday 8:05 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.

Courtesy of TreanorHL; Photo by Randy Braley

University of Texas at Austin

Research campuses are quickly becoming a necessity for top-tier
institutions to advance their research programs and compete on the
world stage. This session takes a deep dive into the master planning
of research campuses and the requisite elements for academic and
financial success including the impact of environment, research focus,
and governance structure. Session leaders demonstrate strategies for
private partnerships, infrastructure development, financial structures for
shared development opportunities, and they detail benefits of mixed-use
and integrated districts on innovation, and the importance of institutional
identity and branding. AIA
Tuesday 10:35 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

Register at www.TradelineInc.com
M. Strategic facility planning for the new face
of integrated medical research and learning

N. Measuring success: Conducting rigorous
post-occupancy evaluations

Clark & Enersen

brightspot

Shawn Diederich, PE, LEED AP, WELL AP – Senior Principal | Director of Engineering
Kate Hier, AIA, NCARB, WELL AP – Principal | Architect | Laboratory Planner

Elliot Felix – Founder & CEO

Innovation in human health, translational medicine, and biomedical
sciences has created the impetus for new university facilities that change
the face of research and learning. Session leaders examine how these
new opportunities should inform macro-level planning for institutional
programs, strategic visioning, and early stakeholder engagement. They
utilize data and benchmarking for enrollment, facility quality, energy use,
space utilization, and research expenditure allocation to forecast facility
use and future space needs. They outline revenue growth strategies and
profile case studies from multiple higher education research and medical
institutions. AIA
Tuesday 10:35 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

Colleges and universities are evolving to be more data-driven,
architects and engineers are embracing lean design, and sustainable,
high-performance buildings are gaining prominence. Post-occupancy
evaluations (POEs) are needed now more than ever to evaluate the effects
on project outcomes, but most institutions lack the key components: a
consistent, rigorous methodology for conducting POEs, baseline data for
comparison, benchmark data for context, and the culture of assessment
and continuous improvement. Drawing from a variety of case studies
from brightspot POEs, Elliot Felix offers an overview of assessment and
analysis methods, a flexible process and principles any institution can
adopt, and advice on implementation learned the hard way. AIA
Tuesday 11:45 a.m. – 12:40 p.m.

“Tradeline conferences have been one of my greatest resources outside of my institution
and have provided me with a great place to crowd source information from other
organizations willing to share information.”
Angela Foss
Associate Dean of Operations & Innovation, College of Engineering,
Technology & Aeronautics
Southern New Hampshire University
AIA

Courtesy of Ballinger; Photo by James Ewing

Sessions qualify for AIA credit.
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Registration and Accommodations
Registration:
Conference Registration Fees*
Registration fees with payment by 8/20/21
$1,950 for single registration
$1,800 each for groups of 2 or more
$1,650 per person for groups of 5 or more
$1,950 Vendor/Service Provider (Solo)
$1,850 Presenter/Exhibitor/Sponsor Group Rate

The conference will be held at:

Hilton Austin
500 East 4th Street
Austin, TX 78701

How to Register:
Register Online
TradelineInc.com

Register by Mail

Registration fees after 8/20/21
$2,150 for single registration
$2,000 each for groups of 2 or more
$1,850 per person for groups of 5 or more
$2,150 Vendor/Service Provider (Solo)
$1,850 Presenter/Exhibitor/Sponsor Group Rate
Registration fee includes:
All general sessions, selection of forums, a
dessert reception, two lunches, one breakfast,
a wine and hors d’oeuvres reception, and
refreshments. Presentations will be made
available for download to attendees.

Special Training
Fundamentals of Space Planning
and Space Management for Higher
Education

Tradeline, Inc.
115 Orinda Way
Orinda, CA 94563, USA

$1,190 Stand-alone course
$1,050 with full conference participation

Questions

$200 with full conference participation

Call 925.254.1744 ext. 112
From outside the U.S.
1.925.254.1744 ext. 112

Facility Site Tour

Planning the post-pandemic campus

$50 Transportation fee

Registration Information

Hotel and Travel
Information:
Room Reservations
Tradeline has reserved a block of sleeping
rooms for this event at The Hilton Austin.
For registrations received by August 26,
2021 Tradeline will handle and confirm room
reservations [based on availability] according to
your instructions on the registration form.
After August 26 please call Tradeline for
room availability.
Changes: All room reservations and changes
must originate through Tradeline, Inc. to obtain
the special rate. If you contact the hotel directly,
you may be informed that they are sold out, or
you may be charged a higher rate.

Room Rate
The discounted room rate for this event is
$229/night, single or double occupancy.
This is a non-smoking hotel.

Room Payment
Tradeline does not accept payment for room
reservations. Hotel charges are paid to the hotel
directly upon checkout.

Travel Information
Airport-to-Hotel Transportation
The Hilton Austin hotel is just 15 minutes
from the Austin-Bergstom International
Airport. Taxis or shuttles are readily available
from all airport terminals. Taxi fares will run
approximately $30 each way.

Make checks payable to:
TRADELINE, INC.
Federal Tax I.D. #95-297-2863

Policy on Cancellations,
Changes and Refunds
All cancellations and changes to registrations
must be received by Tradeline, Inc. in writing.
Register
with payment by

You may make substitutions at any time; please
notify us as soon as possible.

August 20 and
Save $200

Full refunds will be given for cancellations
received in writing 14 days or more prior to the
event. A $500 service fee will be charged for
cancellations received between 14 and 6 days
prior. No refunds will be given for cancellations
received within 5 days of the event.

TradelineInc.com

* International Attendee Discount
A $250 discount will be applied to the 2-day
full conference registration fee for non-U.S.
residents traveling from outside of the U.S.
Use promo code INTL2021
if registering online

Registration Form
University Facilities 2021

1. Please Type or Print Clearly (or register online at TradelineInc.com)

Register
with payment by

• Conference registration is not complete until confirmed by Tradeline, Inc.
• Please confirm airline reservations only after confirmation of registration.
• Only one registrant per form.

August 20 and
Save $200

Name_____________________________________ First Name for name badge________________
Title/Position____________________________________________________________________
Institution______________________________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________________ M/S___________________
City___________________________________ State_____________ Zip Code________________
Country__________________________ Phone___________________Fax____________________
Attendee Contact Email____________________________________________________________

TradelineInc.com

Alternate Contact Email____________________________________________________________

Scan and email this form to:

2. Register with payment before August 20 and Save $200!

Registrar@TradelineInc.com

Payment by 8/20/21*
❑ $1,950 for single registration
❑ $1,800 per person for groups of 2 or more**
❑ $1,650 per person for groups of 5 or more**
❑ $1,950 Vendor/Service Provider (Solo)
❑ $1,850 Presenter/Exhibitor/Sponsor Group Rate

Full price*
❑ $2,150 for single registration
❑ $2,000 per person for groups of 2 or more**
❑ $1,850 per person for groups of 5 or more**
❑ $2,150 Vendor/Service Provider (Solo)
❑ $1,850 Presenter/Exhibitor/Sponsor Group Rate

**Name of other team registrant(s)____________________________________________________

3. Conference Meals
To help accomodate special dietary needs, the hotel requires that special meal requests be made in
advance. Please indicate your request below.
❑ Gluten free ❑ Vegetarian ❑ Vegan _____________________________________________
❑ I do not require a special meal.

4. Conference Add-Ons:
Sunday, September 19
Fundamentals of Space Planning and Space Management for Higher Education
❑ $1,190 ❑ $1,050 with registration to the full 2 day conference September 20-21
❑ $50 Facility Site Tour - UT Austin Welch Hall/Engineering Education and Research Center
Wednesday, September 22
Planning the post-pandemic campus
❑ $200 with registration to the two-day conference September 20-21

5. Select a Method of Payment
To receive early discount, payment must accompany registration. Payment or P.O. # must be received by
conference date in order to attend.
❑ Visa
❑ Mastercard
❑ AmEx Name on Card__________________________________
Card #______________________________________ Exp. Date_________ Security Code________
Billing Address:________________________________________________ (If different from above)
❑ CHECK: Make payable to TRADELINE, INC. Check #_____________________________________
❑ INSTITUTIONAL P.O. number (not eligible for early discount)_______________________________

6. Hotel Reservations
Please do not call the hotel directly. The special room rate below is available at The Hilton Austin through
Tradeline only.
❑ Yes, please reserve a room for me. Arrival Date:____________ Departure Date:________________
❑ Single occupancy ($229/night + 15% room tax) ❑ Double occupancy ($229/night + 15% room tax)
Special Requests***:______________________________________________________________

Mail registration form to:
Tradeline, Inc.
115 Orinda Way
Orinda, CA 94563, USA

OR, Register online
www.TradelineInc.com

Questions?
Call 925.254.1744 ext. 112
From outside the U.S.
1.925.254.1744 ext. 112
Policy on Cancellations, Changes and
Refunds: All cancellations and changes to
registrations must be received by Tradeline,
Inc. in writing. You may make substitutions at
any time; please notify us as soon as possible.
Full refunds given for cancellations received
14 days or more prior to the event. A $500
service fee will be charged for cancellations
received between 14 and 6 days prior.
No refunds will be given within 5 days of
the event.

*International Attendee Discount: A $250

discount will be applied to the 2-day full
conference registration fee for non-U.S.
residents travelling from outside of the U.S.

**

Team Discount pricing above applies to
groups from the same organization.

***

All requests will be honored based
upon availability at hotel upon time of
arrival. Tradeline will inform the hotel of
your preferences but cannot guarantee any
special requests.
All room reservations are guaranteed. For
changes or cancellations, please notify
Tradeline at least 72 hours prior to your
scheduled arrival. No-shows and cancellations
within 72 hours of arrival are subject to a
charge equal to one night’s stay.

❑ No, I will not require a hotel reservation.
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Tradeline’s
2021 Conferences
University Facilities 2021
Sept 20-21 – Hilton Austin in Austin, Texas

Research Facilities 2021
Sept. 27-28 – Renaissance Boston Waterfront in Boston, Massachusetts

Space Strategies 2021
October 11-12 – Hyatt Regency Scottsdale Resort in Scottsdale, Arizona

University Facilities for the Sciences and Advanced Technologies 2021
November 8-9 – Hyatt Regency Scottsdale Resort in Scottsdale, Arizona

Animal Research Facilities 2021
November 11-12 – Hyatt Regency Scottsdale Resort in Scottsdale, Arizona

Austin, TX

Boston, MA

TradelineInc.com/conferences

Scottsdale, AZ

